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TARGET MARKET & PROBLEM DEFINITION  
 
Sometime in everyone’s life there will be a financial emergency that comes about unplanned. 
Often, that unplanned emergency is not something they had saved for causing them to be in a 
predicament to find money to cover the expense.  
 
Thinking² is solving for John and Jane and how we can help them get funds saved for unplanned 
emergencies.   
 
John and Jane recently had their first child a few months ago and started to experience new 
child expenses and income fluctuations. John currently works full time alongside his wife Jane 
at ABEEC, their combined annual income is $80,000. Since both are working full time, their 
daughter attends a full-time daycare costing $250 a week. In addition to childcare, John and 
Jane currently have a mortgage on their small home for $1000 a month but are finding more 
and more repairs and issues. Their typical monthly expenses include their mortgage, autos, 
insurance, and utilities, totaling $2050.  
 
Although John and Jane do not typically overspend, they have accrued a small amount of credit 
card debt from unexpected expenses which they make payments on every month. Since John 
and Jane are having little cushion in their monthly expenses, they are trying to save for other 
expenses and changes. Most recently, John and Jane's air conditioner died causing John to try 
repairs himself since the cost of a replacement was outside of budget. In doing so, he tweaked 
his back leading to an ER visit... still no A/C. How could John and Jane prepare for these 
emergencies? 
 
Of course, the thought comes to mind, of why don’t they work more? Why didn’t they save for 
this a long time ago? Why don’t they have a family member watch their child to help with 
daycare costs? John and Jane keep hearing what they should do, knowing it was not feasible for 
them.  
 
Thinking² looked from the member’s point of view and thought how they would be feeling and 
how much stress that would cause knowing their only option is to fall behind, or take out more 
loans to pay for these items not knowing if they were even eligible. We had to ask ourselves, 
what can we do to help members like John and Jane? 
 
The story of John and Jane, as well as many others who walk into our credit unions, inspired us 
to solve this problem. How might we assist middle class families in Iowa to save for 
unexpected expenses? 
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INNOVATIVE SOLUTION  
 

The Iowa Savings Account for Various Emergencies (ISAVE) is utilized to alleviate the 
financial hardship in these moments. The ISAVE account allows families to place non-taxable 
funds into the account to better prepare for emergencies such as auto repairs, home repairs, 
job/income loss, medical and dental expenses, childcare, certain schooling expenses, and 
pet/vet emergencies. In addition to being non-taxable, the ISAVE account allows funds to 
continuously rollover through the life of the account. Iowa credit unions also offer a depositor 
match of 5% of current federal HSA contribution limits, per year. The functionality of ISAVE is 
similar to a Flex Spending Account (FSA) or Health Savings Account (HSA) as there are specific 
guidelines to be met, but provides unique benefits not currently offered by an existing product. 
Funds can be utilized by a simple debit card swipe or receipt submission through the ISAVE app, 
making emergency spending easier for memberships across Iowa.  

 
The ISAVE account aims to prioritize and incentivize emergency savings for all Iowa families. 
Among many of the benefits of the ISAVE account, the most lucrative benefit is the credit union 
match for deposits. Each credit union will match 5% of the account holder’s deposits up to the 
current HAS contribution limits. In 2023, family HSA contribution limits have been increased to 
$7,750 – If a family maxed their contribution and the credit union matched 5%, the family 
would receive a credit union deposit of $387.50.  We find this incentive feasible for Iowa credit 
unions, while beneficial to our member. 
 
To follow suit with current benefits of HSA accounts, the ISAVE account is non-taxable allowing 
members the flexibility and tax break many HSA users are accustomed to.  Members will place 
funds into their ISAVE account directly from their paycheck/income via direct deposit to 
simplify the contribution process. Additionally, the ISAVE funds are accessible via debit card or 
receipt submission to ease member’s frustration during the emergency. With a simple swipe of 
their debit card, they can make immediate repairs to their home and autos, pay emergency 
medical bills, and pay their childcare provider. Receipt submissions allow members to pay for 
the expense upfront and be later reimbursed after the transaction is verified.  
 
As Thinking² continued to review the benefits of the ISAVE account, we found multiple benefits 
for participating credit unions. A topic of focus continues to be member loyalty, what is 
stopping John and Jane from having their savings at ABC Credit Union, checking and auto loan 
at XYZ Credit Union? The ISAVE account focuses to solidify the member and credit union 
relationship by limiting one account per Social Security Number, only qualified expenses may 
utilize ISAVE funds, and members will feel valued with their credit union’s match. In our survey 
sent to credit union executives, one of our responders stated, “Supports our mission of financial 
inclusion and wellness; member focused product; builds engaged and loyal members.”  In 
addition to member loyalty, we found that credit union CEOs believe this will build assets as 
funds are being held with the credit union for savings. “Great concept. I appreciate that the 
product aims to build assets and helps members prepare for unexpected financial uncertainty,” 
stated an anonymous credit union CEO.  
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PROTOTYPE  
 
The ISAVE app is a required platform for all ISAVE account holders to access their balances and 
transactions, submit expenses for reimbursement, and review their credit union’s match 
throughout each year. Users will have access to monthly statements and important tax 
documents necessary for standard tax filings as the account is non-taxable. Users can create 
special alerts and settings based on their emergency needs and known expenses. Along with 
managing alerts, users can calculate potential credit union matches based on their annual 
deposit amount.  
 
After successfully logging in through the initial screen, ISAVE’s homepage reveals an account 
overview including: available balance; year to date expenses; matched funds; and a direct link 
to view eligible expenses and submission.  
 
Images of the Log In screen and home screen are below; please refer to the appendix for high 
overview of the entire ISAVE app prototype. 
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TESTING AND RESULTS 
Our team sent out surveys to Iowa families within the middle-class income, and credit union 
executives. We used these surveys to determine what was seen as emergency expenses, how 
often they happen, and how credit unions could help their members. 
 
The first survey was used to determine what middle-class Iowa families saw as emergencies, 
and what they would deem beneficial help from the credit union. Iowa families saw emergency 
expenses varying in home repairs, legal fees, auto repairs, job loss, medical, dental, and vet 
emergencies.  
Out of the total 130 responses, it was found: 

• Home repairs, medical and dental expenses were most common 

• 58.5% of most costly expenses were home repairs and medical/dental 

• 43.1% have an emergency expense once a year 

• 50% did not use HSA or FSA 

• 64.6% preferred a percentage match 
In the second survey, we gave respondents a mockup of the ISAVE app. This allowed 
respondents to view the app setup and see what it would like on their mobile device. This 
survey focused on how attractive the app was to members, if the match was sufficient, and if 
this app was comparable to other budgeting/financial apps. 

• 87% found a 5% match up to $1,000.00 sufficient 

• 82% found the app user friendly  

• 50% do not currently use a financial/budgeting app 

• 54% of budgeting app users found this app comparable or easier to use 
Each survey had an option for feedback from respondents. Many of our responses were great, 
but we did have questions from potential users. The common response was focused on the 
non-taxable funds and the match.  
These questions include: 

• Can you explain how the non-taxable funds would work? Is it similar to a Roth IRA 
where funds are taken out they are not taxed? How do you make it non-taxable? 

• Does non-taxable funds mean contributions made by the member to this account are 
deductible on an Iowa personal income tax return or that earnings received in the 
account itself are not taxable at the state level? Federal level? 

• I'm just curious if it can actually be non-taxable. Also, credit unions only receive about 
5% interest on loans so how can they stay open if they pay 5% on these deposits? 
 

One major difficulty we ran into while testing was the match. We started the match at 5% up to 
$1,000.00. When we began to dig into credit unions net income and capital, it was quickly 
shown the match was not feasible for credit unions. After research and discussion, there was a 
conclusion to switch to the Family HSA maximum contribution with a 5% match. However, 
many survey takers were asking for a higher match. While some credit unions were worried it 
was not feasible. We believe part of the difficulty was being able to relay the exact calculation 
of a match. 
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BUSINESS MODEL AND PROFORMA 
 
We choose the ISAVE to help middle class families in Iowa because we have seen firsthand the 
effects of people falling on hard times. When we discussed what we could do to help our 
members, we all kept going back to families coming in for loans for unexpected emergencies. 
Our team agreed it was one of the highest seen circumstances in and out of our offices. After 
some research, it was found in 2021, 68% of Americans would be able to afford a $400.00 
emergency. 25% of people would have to put the expense on a credit card or not be able to pay 
the expense at all.1This shows there is a need for credit union members to have an emergency 
expense savings. In the year 2021, 20% of people had a major, unexpected medical expense 
over $1,000.00.1 This is where the ISAVE account would be an option as opposed to members 
taking out more loans and using credit cards.  
 
The ISAVE account is beneficial to the members, by allowing non-taxable funds into an account. 
However, we felt we could do more for the members. The team agreed that a percentage or 
dollar match would be great to give back to members. We started with a match that was not 
feasible and have since crunched other numbers to create a product feasible for credit unions 
and help their members.  
 
Credit unions will want this account because it will strength members’ loyalties and keep 
deposits in the credit union for longer periods of time. Along with the non-taxable funds, the 
ISAVE account allows the funds to rollover each year. This beneficial rollover allows members to 
stack their savings for emergencies. The rollover sets the account apart from HSA and FSA.  
ISAVE would be an account that would create closer relationships between members and staff.  
 
For this savings account to be ready for members use, there would need to be an app created. 
The hard part of designing is done. Since most credit unions have online banking with an app 
available, app builders would be able to easily create the ISAVE account app. Along with the 
app, it would be beneficial to have a staff member ready to go through documents at the end of 
the month. This would help check that members are using the funds correctly. It could be 
added to monthly reports.  
 
Since we have chosen for the funds to be non-taxable, the idea would have to be approved 
through state and federal legislative. A great way to get insight to this would be to work with 
Policy Works for their insight of why their prize-linked savings has not passed since it has been 
presented. This would be beneficial to see what is needed to make this idea look appealing to 
all levels.  
 

 
 

 
1 Federal Reserve. (2022). Economic Well-Being Of U.S. Households in 2020-2021. FederalReserve.Gov. Accessed 

1 August 2022.   
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OPERATIONAL AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
 
The ISAVE app was originally designed to help middle class families plan for emergency 
expenses. Our testing results showed there is desirability and a need for this type of account 
and app. Thinking² reached out to app developer, Cleveroad, to receive a quote for the cost to 
create the ISAVE app. Much time and consideration went into the prototype of our app that we 
initially received a quote to create all back-end software and applications from scratch. This 
quote totaled, $132,775, as seen below in Appendix 2. Although this quote may initially appear 
high, the ISAVE app is an all-in-one system for members to submit receipts, view e-documents, 
and have a user-friendly experience throughout the unexpected life event stress.  
 
After receiving this quote, we realized a potential solution to alleviate the upfront cost of the 
ISAVE app. Many credit unions have their own form of online banking – What could ISAVE do to 
simply improve these apps? A more cost-efficient option would utilize a current, successful 
base model HSA app/core and modify to fit our members’ needs. By using a base model, the 
bulk of our application costs would shift to the implementation of our added features: receipt 
submission, alerts and personalization, and additional screens within the ISAVE app. After the 
initial launch, we could then establish more realistic costs for maintenance and upgrades to the 
product.  
  
Apart from the developmental cost of the ISAVE app, the credit union will be required to make 
a depository match with members. In reviewing the Q4 Callahan Report, we have established 
the credit union match of 5% up to maximum HSA contribution limits. This match will equal 
$387.50 per account if member meets the maximum contribution limit of $7,750. By using the 
HSA max as the contribution limit, we can provide consistency among credit unions that offer 
the account and determine how much a credit union will disburse for the match and adjust 
annually alongside the standard HSA guidelines.   
 

CALL TO ACTION AND NEXT STEPS 
 
The ISAVE account and app will promote credit union ethics and how all were initially started – 
“People helping people.”  Our innovative idea is the perfect reflection of credit unions working 
for and with their members to plan for a brighter future. Members will feel appreciated and 
valued throughout the entire life of the ISAVE account by learning positive financial habits, 
establishing savings, and deepening their roots with their credit union.  
 
Thinking² needs you! To help move this idea forward, we seek to expand our testing throughout 
other credit unions, demographics, and major life events.  This will help us gain a better 
understanding of member utilization and credit union needs. By taking a deeper dive into the 
credit union match percentage, we can ensure a feasible match for all Iowa credit unions.  Once 
completed, we can begin to move forward with investing in the lives of our members and the 
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future of our credit unions while answering this question: How might we assist middle class 
families in Iowa to save for unexpected expenses? 

APPENDIX 1: ISAVE APP PROTOTYPE 
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APPENDIX 2: CLEVEROAD APP DEVELOPMENT ESTIMATE 
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APPENDIX 3: TARGET DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY #1 
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APPENDIX 4: TARGET DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY #1 RESULTS 
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APPENDIX 5: TARGET DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY #2
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APPENDIX 6: TARGET DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY #2 RESULTS 
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APPENDIX 7: CREDIT UNION EXECUTIVES SURVEY 
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APPENDIX 8: CREDIT UNION EXECUTIVES SURVEY RESULTS 
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ABOUT FILENE  
  
Filene Research Institute is an independent, consumer finance think and do tank. We are dedicated to scientific 
and thoughtful analysis about issues affecting the future of credit unions, retail banking, and cooperative finance.  
  
Deeply embedded in the credit union tradition is an ongoing search for better ways to understand and serve credit 
union members. Open inquiry, the free flow of ideas, and debate are essential parts of the true democratic 
process. Since 1989, through Filene, leading scholars and thinkers have analyzed managerial problems, public 
policy questions, and consumer needs for the benefit of the credit union system. We workw to strengthen 
organizations through cutting-edge research, incubation opportunities to test and scale solutions, advisory services 
to help organizations implement innovation, and host communities and events to connect a community of leaders 
to improve financial well-being. 
 
We live by the famous words of our namesake, credit union and retail pioneer Edward A. Filene: “Progress is the 
constant replacing of the best there is with something still better.” Together, Filene and our supporters seek 
progress for credit unions by challenging the status quo, thinking differently, looking outside, asking and answering 
tough questions, and collaborating with like-minded organizations.  
  
Filene is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. Nearly 1,000 members make our body of work possible. Learn more at 
filene.org.  

 

ABOUT IOWA CREDIT UNION LEAGUE 
 

The Iowa Credit Union League is the non-profit trade association representing the interests of Iowa’s state and 

federally chartered credit unions and their more than 1.3 million members. ICUL provides the following services to 

Iowa’s credit union industry: 

• Advocacy—ICUL lobbyists hike the hill each year to speak with legislators in Iowa and Washington D.C. about 
the importance of credit unions and to discuss different issues affecting the industry. The legislative 
department also coordinates fundraisers for the Credit Union Political Action Committee (CUPAC) and 
manages and organizes grassroots involvement programs. 
  

• Regulatory Compliance—Iowa credit unions are heavily regulated by the National Credit Union Administration 
and the Iowa Division of Credit Unions. In partnership with ViClarity, ICUL offers support and expertise to 
credit unions to help them understand and comply with these regulations. In addition, the regulatory 
department offers fee-based professional audit products that include 24/7 Compliance Support, Lending Audit 
Services, BSA Independent Tests, Regulatory Training and Website Compliance Audits. 
  

• Professional Development—ICUL holds numerous professional development seminars for Iowa credit unions 
each year. This includes the Iowa Credit Union Convention, ICUL’s largest event of the year. 
  

• Management Consultation—Experienced management consultants work with individual credit unions to help 
identify goals, challenges, and prepare for the future. The consultants have a strong credit union background, 
provide educated advice and personalized service. 
  

• Communications & Marketing—The communications team works to increase awareness about credit unions 
through media outreach efforts, social media and the member engagement plan. 

Learn more at iowacreditunions.com 

https://filene.org/
https://www.iowacreditunions.com/icul/advocacy/state-and-federal-issues
https://www.iowacreditunions.com/icul/compliance/compliance-overview
https://www.iowacreditunions.com/icul/education/events-calendar
https://www.iowacreditunions.com/icul/resources/member-services
https://www.iowacreditunions.com/icul/news/latest-news
https://www.iowacreditunions.com/icul/

